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CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception 

 

depth perception 

Brain can find depth and distance {depth perception} {distance perception} in scenes, paintings, and photographs. 

depth: closeness 

Closer objects have higher edge contrast, more edge sharpness, position nearer scene bottom, larger size, overlap on 

top, and transparency. Higher edge contrast is most important. More edge sharpness is next most important. Position 

nearer scene bottom is more important for known eye-level. Transparency is least important. Nearer objects are redder. 

depth: farness 

Farther objects have smaller retinal size; are closer to horizon (if below horizon, they are higher than nearer objects); 

have lower contrast; are hazier, blurrier, and fuzzier with less texture details; and are bluer or greener. Nearer objects 

overlap farther objects and cast shadows on farther objects. 

binocular depth cue: convergence 

Focusing on near objects causes extraocular muscles to turn eyeballs toward each other, and kinesthesia sends this 

feedback to vision system. More tightening and stretching means nearer. Objects farther than ten meters cause no 

muscle tightening or stretching, so convergence information is useful only for distances less than ten meters. 

binocular depth cue: shadow stereopsis 

For far objects, with very small retinal disparity, shadows can still have perceptibly different angles {shadow 

stereopsis} [Puerta, 1989], so larger angle differences are nearer, and smaller differences are farther. 

binocular depth cue: stereopsis 

If eye visual fields overlap, the two scenes differ by a linear displacement, due to different sight-line angles. For a 

visual feature, displacement is the triangle base, which has angles at each end between the displacement line and sight-

line, allowing triangulation to find distance. At farther distances, displacement is smaller and angle differences from 90 

degrees are smaller, so distance information is imprecise. 

binocular depth cue: inference 

Inference includes objects at edges of retinal overlap in stereo views. 

monocular depth cue: aerial perspective 

Higher scene contrast means nearer, and lower contrast means farther. Bluer means farther, and redder means nearer. 

monocular depth cue: accommodation 

Focusing on near objects causes ciliary muscles to tighten to increase lens curvature, and kinesthesia sends this 

feedback to vision system. More tightening and stretching means nearer. Objects farther than two meters cause no 

muscle tightening or stretching, so accommodation information is useful only for distances less than two meters. 

monocular depth cue: blur 

More blur means farther, and less blur means nearer. 

monocular depth cue: color saturation 

Bluer objects are farther, and redder objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: color temperature 

Bluer objects are farther, and redder objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: contrast 
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Higher scene contrast means nearer, and lower contrast means farther. Edge contrast, edge sharpness, overlap, and 

transparency depend on contrast. 

monocular depth cue: familiarity 

People can have previous experience with objects and their size, so larger retinal size is closer, and smaller retinal 

size is farther. 

monocular depth cue: fuzziness 

Fuzzier objects are farther, and clearer objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: haziness 

Hazier objects are farther, and clearer objects are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: height above and below horizon 

Objects closer to horizon are farther, and objects farther from horizon are nearer. If object is below horizon, higher 

objects are farther, and lower objects are nearer. If object is above horizon, lower objects are farther, and higher objects 

are nearer. 

monocular depth cue: kinetic depth perception 

Objects becoming larger are moving closer, and objects becoming smaller are moving away {kinetic depth 

perception}. Kinetic depth perception is the basis for judging time to collision. 

monocular depth cue: lighting 

Light and shade have contours. Light is typically above objects. Light typically falls on nearer objects. 

monocular depth cue: motion parallax 

While looking at an object, if observer moves, other objects moving backwards are nearer than object, and other 

objects moving forwards are farther than object. For the farther objects, objects moving faster are nearer, and objects 

moving slower are farther. For the nearer objects, objects moving faster are nearer, and objects moving slower are 

farther. Some birds use head bobbing to induce motion parallax. Squirrels move orthogonally to objects. While 

observer moves while looking straight ahead, objects moving backwards faster are closer, and objects moving 

backwards slower are farther. 

monocular depth cue: occlusion 

Objects that overlap other objects {interposition} are nearer, and objects behind other objects are farther {pictorial 

depth cue}. Objects with occluding contours are farther. 

monocular depth cue: peripheral vision 

At the visual periphery, parallel lines curve, like the effect of a fish eye lens, framing the visual field. 

monocular depth cue: perspective 

By linear perspective, parallel lines converge, so, for same object, smaller size means farther distance. 

monocular depth cue: relative movement 

If objects physically move at same speed, objects moving slower are farther, and objects moving faster are nearer, to 

a stationary observer. 

monocular depth cue: relative size 

If two objects have the same shape and are judged to be the same, object with larger retinal size is closer. 

monocular depth cue: retinal size 

If observer has previous experience with object size, object retinal size allows calculating distance. 

monocular depth cue: shading 

Light and shade have contours. Shadows are typically below objects. Shade typically falls on farther objects. 

monocular depth cue: texture gradient 

Senses can detect gradients by difference ratios. Less fuzzy and larger surface-texture sizes and shapes are nearer, 

and more fuzzy and smaller are farther. Bluer and hazier surface texture is farther, and redder and less hazy surface 

texture is closer. 

properties: precision 

Depth-calculation accuracy and precision are low. 

properties: rotation 

Fixed object appears to revolve around eye if observer moves. 

factors: darkness 

In the dark, objects appear closer. 

processes: learning 

People learn depth perception and can lose depth-perception abilities. 

processes: coordinates 

Binocular depth perception requires only ground plane and eye point to establish coordinate system. Perhaps, 

sensations aid depth perception by building geometric images [Poggio and Poggio, 1984]. 
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processes: two-and-one-half dimensions 

ON-center-neuron, OFF-center-neuron, and orientation-column intensities build two-dimensional line arrays, then 

two-and-one-half-dimensional contour arrays, and then three-dimensional surfaces and texture arrays [Marr, 1982]. 

processes: three dimensions 

Brain derives three-dimensional images from two-dimensional ones by assigning convexity and concavity to lines 

and vertices and making convexities and concavities consistent. 

processes: triangulation model 

Animals continually track distances and directions to distinctive landmarks. 

 

continuity constraint 

Adjacent points not at edges are on same surface and so at same distance {continuity constraint, depth}. 

 

corresponding retinal points 

Scenes land on right and left eye with same geometric shape, so feature distances and orientations are the same 

{corresponding retinal points}. 

 

cyclopean stimulus 

Brain stimuli {cyclopean stimulus} can result only from binocular disparity. 

 

distance ratio 

One eye can find object-size to distance ratio {distance ratio} {geometric depth}, using three object points. See 

Figure 1. 

Eye fixates on object center point, edge point, and opposite-edge point. Assume object is perpendicular to sightline. 

Assume retina is planar. Assume that eye is spherical, rotates around center, and has calculable radius. 

Light rays go from center point, edge point, and opposite edge point to retina. Using kinesthetic and touch systems 

and motor cortex, brain knows visual angles and retinal distances. Solving equations can find object-size to distance 

ratio. 

When eye rotates, scenes do not change, except for focus. See Figure 2. 

calculating distances to space points 

Vision cone receptors receive from a circular area of space that subtends one minute of arc (Figure 3). Vision 

neurons receive from a circular area of space that subtends one minute to one degree of arc. 

To detect distance, neuron arrays receive from a circular area of space that subtends one degree of arc (Figure 4). For 

the same angle, circular surfaces at farther distances have longer diameters, bigger areas, and smaller circumference 

curvature. 

Adjacent neuron arrays subtend the same visual angle and have retinal (and cortical) overlap (Figure 5). Retinal and 

cortical neuron-array overlap defines a constant length. Constant-length retinal-image size defines the subtended visual 

angle, which varies inversely with distance, allowing calculating distance (r = s / A) in one step. 

Each neuron array sends to a register for a unique spatial direction. The register calculates distance and finds color. 

Rather than use multiple registers at multiple locations, as in neural networks or holography, a single register can place 

a color at the calculated distance in the known direction. There is one register for each direction and distance. Registers 

are not physical neuron conglomerations but functional entities. 
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Figure 1 

A single eye can find the ratio of object size to distance by looking at three points of the object. 

 
The eye fixates on a point (F) at the center of an object, on an edge (E) of the object, and on the opposite edge (H) of 

the object.  

Assume the object (HFE) is perpendicular to the line of sight (CF). Assume the retina (BCG) is a plane. Assume that a 

spherical eye rotates around its center (O) with a radius to determine (OC = OB = OG). The light rays go from the 

object's center point (F) to the retina (C), the edge point (E) to the retina (B), and the opposite edge point (H) to the 

retina (G).  

tan(angle BOC) = BC/OC = FE/OF and tan(angle GOC) = CG/OC = HF/OF 

BG/OC = HE/OF and HE = HF + FE and BG = BC + CG 

Using the kinesthetic and touch systems, and motor cortex, the brain knows the visual angles and the distances between 

projections on the retina.  

Solving the equations can find the ratio of object size to distance (HE/OF). 
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Figure 2 

When the eye rotates, the scene does not change (except for focus). 

 
When looking at point F, point F in space projects to point C at the fovea on the retina. Point E in space projects to 

point B to the left of point C on the retina. Point D in space projects to point A to the left of point B on the retina. 

When looking at point E, point E in space projects to point B at the fovea on the retina. Point F in space projects to 

point C to the right of point B on the retina. Point D in space projects to point A to the left of point B on the retina. 

When looking at point D, point D in space projects to point A at the fovea on the retina. Point E in space projects to 

point B to the right of point A on the retina. Point F in space projects to point C to the right of point B on the retina. 

The location of the projection of the scene on the retina changes, but the order of points stays the same. The scene looks 

the same in all cases, except for the focus. 

You can verify this by looking at a point, then a nearby point, and then the first point again. You feel a scene shift but 

see no change in the scene. The scene periphery appears to change somewhat, because the eye is only approximately 

spherical and the lens has spherical aberration. 
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Figure 3 

Adjacent Retinal Receptors Subtend the Same Angle, with No Overlap 
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Figure 4 

For Same Subtended Angle, Circular Surfaces at Different Distances Have Different 

Diameters, Areas, and Circumference Curvatures 

 

subtended angle = A 

distance from eye = dashed-circle radius 

dashed-circle radius = subtended arc / subtended angle 

subtended arc ~ undashed-circle diameter 

distance from eye ~ undashed-circle diameter / subtended angle 

undashed-circle diameter = 2 * undashed-circle radius 

undashed-circle area = 2 * π * undashed-circle radius 

undashed-circle curvature = 1 / undashed-circle radius 
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Figure 5 

Comparing Adjacent Neuron Arrays Calculates Constant Length and Constant-Length 

Subtended Angle, Allowing Distance Calculation 

 

Black and tan lines have same subtended angle as red and tan lines, and all lines meet at lens. 

Blue lines come from ends of farther constant-length arc, and green lines come from ends of closer 

constant-length arc. At farther distances, constant-length arc subtends smaller angle and smaller 

retinal image. 

Adjacent neuron arrays have retinal overlap, and retinal and cortical neuron-array overlap defines a 

constant length. Constant-length-arc retinal-image size defines the subtended visual angle, which 

varies inversely with distance, allowing calculating distance to surface in one step: 

distance = radius = arc length / subtended angle = constant length / subtended angle 
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divergence of eyes 

Both eyes can turn outward {divergence, eye}, away from each other, as objects get farther. If divergence is 

successful, there is no retinal disparity. 

 

Emmert law 

Brain expands more distant objects in proportion to the more contracted retinal-image size, making apparent size 

increase with increasing distance {size-constancy scaling} {Emmert's law} {Emmert law}. Brain determines size-

constancy scaling by eye convergence, geometric perspective, texture gradients, and image sharpness. Texture 

gradients decrease in size with distance. Image sharpness decreases with distance. 

 

triangulation by eye 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to scene point, using geometric triangulation {triangulation, eye}. See 

Figure 1. 

comparison 

Comparing triangulations from two different distances does not give more information. See Figure 2. 

movement 

Moving eye sideways while tracking scene point can calculate distance from eye to point, using triangulation. See 

Figure 3. 

Moving eye sideways while tracking scene points calibrates distances, because other scene points travel across 

retina. See Figure 4. 

Moving eye from looking at object edge to looking at object middle can determine scene-point distance. See Figure 

5. 

Moving eye from looking at object edge to looking at object other edge at same distance can determine scene-point 

distance. See Figure 6. 
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Figure 1 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to a point by triangulation. 

 
Two eyes have a distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

eye radius = OX = OA = PY = PC 

Point E is EB from the line between the eyes and OE (= PE) from the center of each eye and AE (= CE) from the retina 

of each eye. 

When the eyes look at a point on the line between the eyes (E), both eyes have the same angle of convergence (angle 

EOW = angle EPZ). 

angle EOW = angle OEB = angle AOX (= angle EPZ = angle PEB = angle CPY) 

angle AOX = AX/OX = YC/PY = angle CPY 

tan(angle OEB) = OB/EB = PB/EB = tan(angle PEB) 

sin(angle OEB) = OB/OE = PB/PE = sin(angle PEB) 

The kinesthetic system can find the convergence angles by measuring eye muscle tension and so can calculate the 

distance relative to eye separation distance. 

Using two eyes makes a triangle (EOP and EAC), and the length of a side can be found using its opposite angle and 

another side and its opposite angle (law of sines): (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/OE = (sin(2*angle OEB))/XY 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/(sin(2*angle OEB)) 

The length of a side can also be found from two other sides and the angle between them (law of cosines): 

OE^2 = OE^2 + XY^2 - 2*OE*XY*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB)  

2*OE*XY*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB) = XY^2 

OE/XY = 1/(2*cos(pi/2 - angle OEB)) 

From the angle of convergence, one can calculate distance relative to eye separation distance.  
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Figure 2 

Comparing triangulations from two different distances does not give more information. 

 
Two eyes keep the same distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

At the nearer distance, the angle of convergence is more: 

angle EOW < angle DOW 

Two triangulations make two equations: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

OD = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PDB) 

However, the new equation has a new variable, so one cannot calculate absolute distance XY. Using two eyes, one can 

calculate only relative distances. 

Note: Moving the eye off the plane made by the line between the two points adds a new variable, the distance above the 

plane, so one still cannot calculate the absolute distance. Using two eyes, one can calculate only relative distances. 
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Figure 3 

An eye moving sideways while tracking a point in space can calculate the distance from the eye to the point, using 

triangulation. 

 
If an eye moves a distance XY from position 1 to position 2 while looking at a point (E) in space, the point E in space 

always projects to the fovea on the retina (point A in position 1 and point C in position 2). 

The angle to the straight-ahead direction changes from angle WOE to angle ZPE and angle WOE = angle ZPE. 

The spatial situation is the same as in Figure 4, so: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

The distance moved XY is findable because the organism moved through space and the kinesthetic system finds the 

distance between the eyes. The kinesthetic system finds the eye angles by measuring eye muscle or head muscle 

tension. 

Movement of one eye can find the distance of a point. 

Closer objects require the eye to turn through more angle, helping to calibrate the angle. 
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Figure 4 

An eye moving sideways while tracking a point in space calibrates distances because any other point in space travels 

across the retina. 

 
If an eye moves a distance XY from position 1 to position 2, while looking at a point (E) in space, the point D in space 

first projects to point F to the left of point A at the fovea on the retina, then projects to point G to the right of point C at 

the fovea on the retina. 

The projection of point D travels across the retina through the fovea. The retina knows the distances AF = CG. The 

kinesthetic system knows the angle WOE = angle ZPE. 

The roles of point E and D can reverse by tracking D instead of E. The projection of point E then travels across the 

retina through the fovea. The retina knows the distances AF = CG. The kinesthetic system knows the angle WOD = 

angle ZPD. 

The distances AF and CG define the angle between points D and E and the center of the eye (angle EOD = angle EPD). 

The distance is proportional to the difference of position or angle. 

The spatial situation is the same as in Figure 4, so: 

OE = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PEB) 

OD = XY/2*cos(pi/2 - angle PDB) 

Now brain knows the distance moved XY, and the angles PEB and PDB, and both can corroborate the other.  

So the distances of points can be calibrate by movement of one eye.  
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Figure 5 

If an eye looks at an object rather than just a point, moving the eye from looking straight at the edge to looking straight 

at the middle can determine the distance of a point in space. 
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The eye (dashed circle) at position 1 is looking at point Y, which projects to point B at the fovea on the retina. Point X 

in space projects to point A to the left of point B on the retina. 

The same eye (solid circle) at position 2 has moved sideways to the right a distance of BC (= XY/2) and turned to the 

left to look at point Y, which projects to point G at the fovea on the retina. Point X in space projects to point F to the 

left of point G on the retina. 

At position 2, the distance YX looks maximum (FG). FG = AB because XY = ZX/2 and AD = 2 * FG. 

YX = distance between points in space 

BC = YX/2 = distance between eye positions 

FX = GY = distance from retina to points in space 

PY = PX = distance from center of eye to points in space 

radius of eye = OA = OB = PF = PG = PC 

AB = FG 

angle of turning = (angle FPG)/2 = (FG/FP)/2 

BY^2 + (BC + FG/2)^2 = GY^2 

BY/sin(pi/2 - (FG/FP)/2) = (BC + FG/2)/((FG/FP)/2) 

The visual system knows the distance between retinal points. The kinesthetic system knows the sideways distance and 

the turning angle.  One then can calculate eye radius.  

Sideways eye movement can maximize the length seen for an object in space by moving to the point of view that looks 

straight at the middle of the object. Sideways eye movement can find the point of view that looks straight at the left 

side of the object and the point of view that looks straight at the right side of the object, because the two points make 

equal but opposite angles around the projection from the middle of the object. 

Sideways eye movement can determine the distance of a line segment in space from the eye by comparing the point of 

view that looks at the side of an object and the point of view that looks straight at the middle of the object. 

Sideways eye movement can determine the orientation of a line in space.  

Note: The eye can move along the length of the object or across the length of the object. 

Note: As an eye rotates in a direction, it also slides in the other direction, because the muscles thicken on the rotated-

toward side and lengthen on the rotated-away-from side. 
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Figure 6 

If an eye looks at an object rather than just a point, moving the eye from looking straight at one edge to looking straight 

at the other edge (assumed to be at the same distance) can determine distance of a point. 
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Line segment WZ is halfway to line segment YX. WZ = (2/3) * XY. 

 

At position 1, W projects to B and Z projects to A with A to the left of B. 

At position 2, W projects to D and Z projects to C with C to the left of D. 

radius of eye = OA = OB = PF = PG 

In position 1, eye looks straight ahead at W. 

In position 2, eye looks straight ahead at Z. 

The two situations are the same. 

AB = CD 

BC = AZ 

The visual system knows the distance between retinal points. The kinesthetic system knows the sideways distance 

(turning angle is zero). One then can calculate eye radius.  

Sideways eye movement can find the point of view that looks straight at the left side of the object and the point of view 

that looks straight at the right side of the object, because the two points make equal but opposite angles around the 

fovea on the retina. 

Sideways eye movement can determine the distance of a line segment in space from the eye by comparing the point of 

view that looks at the right side of an object and the point of view that looks straight at the left side of the object. 

Sideways eye movement can determine the orientation of a line in space.  

Note: The eye can move along the length of the object or across the length of the object. 
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uniqueness constraint 

Scene features land on one retina point {uniqueness constraint, depth}, so brain stereopsis can match right-retina and 

left-retina scene points. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Depth Perception>Cue 

 

depth cue 

Various features {depth cue}| {cue, depth} signal distance. Depth cues are accommodation, colors, color saturation, 

contrast, fuzziness, gradients, haziness, distance below horizon, linear perspective, movement directions, occlusions, 

retinal disparities, shadows, size familiarity, and surface textures. 

types 

Non-metrical depth cues can show relative depth, such as object blocking other-object view. Metrical depth cues can 

show quantitative information about depth. Absolute metrical depth cues can show absolute distance by comparison, 

such as comparing to nose size. Relative metrical depth cues can show relative distance by comparison, such as twice 

as far away. 

 

aerial perspective 

Vision has less resolution at far distances. Air has haze, smoke, and dust, which absorb redder light, so farther 

objects are bluer, have less light intensity, and have blurrier edges {aerial perspective}| than if air were transparent. (Air 

scatters blue more than red, but this effect is small except for kilometer distances.) 

 

binocular depth cue 

Brain perceives depth using scene points that stimulate right and left eyes differently {binocular depth cue} 

{binocular depth perception}. Eye convergences, retinal disparities, and surface-area sizes have differences. 

surface area size 

Brain can judge distance by overlap, total scene area, and area-change rate. Looking at surfaces, eyes see 

semicircles. See Figure 1. Front edge is semicircle diameter, and vision field above that line is semicircle half-

circumference. For two eyes, semicircles overlap in middle. Closer surfaces make overlap less, and farther surfaces 

make overlap more. Total scene surface area is more for farther surfaces and less for closer surfaces. Movement 

changes perceived area at rate that depends on distance. Closer objects have faster rates, and farther objects have slower 

rates. 
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Figure 1 

Brain can judge distance by the overlap, total area, and rate of change of area seen by two eyes.  

 
When looking at a surface (WZ, SV, NR, JM), each eye sees a semicircle of the surface. The front edge of the surface 

is the diameter of the semicircle (WZ, SV, NR, JM), and the field of vision above that line is the circumference of the 

semicircle. The semicircles of both eyes overlap in the middle (XY, TU, O, none).  

Closer surfaces (JM, NR) make the overlap less (none, O), and farther surfaces (WZ, SV) make the overlap more (XY, 

TU).  

The total area is more for farther surfaces (WZ, AB) and less (KL, PQ) for closer surfaces.  

Movement changes the areas seen at a rate dependent on distance. Closer objects (JM to NR) change area faster (KL to 

PQ) and farther objects (SV to WZ) change area slower (AB to WZ).  
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convergence of eyes 

For fixation, both eyes turn toward each other {convergence, eye} {eye convergence} when objects are nearer than 

10 meters. If convergence is successful, there is no retinal disparity. Greater eye convergence means object is closer, 

and lesser eye convergence means object is farther. See Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 

The eyes converge more to look at closer points. 

 
For a very far point (dashed lines), the eyes do not converge and the point lands on both foveas (C). 

For a far point (E), the eyes converge somewhat to make the point land on both foveas (B). 

For a near point (D), the eyes converge more to make the point land on both foveas (A). 

Notes: 

When the eyes look at a very far point, nearer points between the eyes project more toward the outer edge of the retina 

than farther points. 

When the eyes look at a far point, nearer points between the eyes project toward the outer edge of the retina and very 

far points between the eyes project toward the inner edge of the retina. 

When the eyes look at a near point, very far points between the eyes project more toward the inner edge of the retina 

than far points. 

Points (F), not between the eyes, project to points (G) toward the inner edge of closer retina and outer edge of farther 

retina. 
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intensity difference during movement 

Brain can judge surface relative distance by intensity change during movement toward and away from surface 

{intensity difference during movement}. See Figure 1. 

moving closer 

Moving from point to half that distance increases intensity four times, because eye gathers four times more light at 

closer radius. 

moving away 

Moving from point to double that distance decreases intensity four times, because eye gathers four times less light at 

farther radius. 

moving sideways 

Movement side to side and up and down changes intensity slightly by changing distance slightly. Perhaps, saccades 

and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances. 

memory 

Experience with constant-intensity objects establishes distances. 

accommodation 

Looking at object while moving it or eye closer, or farther, causes lens-muscle tightening, or loosening, and makes 

more, or less, visual angle. If brain knows depth, movement toward and away can measure source intensity. 

light ray 

Scene points along same light ray project to same retina point. See Figure 2. 

haze 

Atmospheric haze affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with distance. Object twice as far 

away has half the intensity, because it encounters twice as many haze particles. 

sound 

Sound-intensity changes can find distances. Bats use sonar because it is too dark to see at night. Dolphins use sonar 

because water distorts light. 
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Figure 1 

Changes in intensity during movement toward and away from a surface can find relative distance.  

 
Moving from a point (F0) to its halfway point (F2) increases the intensity four times, because the eye gathers four times 

more light at the closer radius. Moving from a point (F2) to its double point (F0) decreases the intensity four times, 

because the eye gathers four times less light at the farther radius. 

Movement side to side and up and down changes the intensity slightly by changing the distance slightly. Perhaps 

saccades and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances.  

Experience with objects of constant intensity establishes their distances. 

Atmospheric haze also affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with distance. An object twice as 

far away has half the intensity. 

You can verify this by looking at a candle while moving it closer and farther. You may feel tightening and loosening of 

the eye pupil muscles. You will see looming (or receding), as more (or less) visual angle sends light to the eye. 
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Figure 2 

Points of a scene along the same light ray project to the same point on the retina. 

 
Points F0, F1, F2, and F3 project to point C on the retina. 

Points E0, E1, and E2 project to point B on the retina. 

Points D0 and D1 project to point A on the retina. 

Though their distances are different, the points along a light ray project to the same point on the retina. If intensities at 

points along a light ray increase with the square of the distance, the points along a light ray look the same, except for 

focus, because intensity decreases with square of the distance. 

You can verify this directly by moving a point closer to the eye or moving the head closer to the point, keeping the 

point on the fovea.  

Note: A real scene maintains the distances among its points in space, so, if it comes closer, it looks magnified, and, if it 

moves farther away, it looks smaller. If all points of a scene could come closer along their light rays, the distances 

among the points in space would decrease. If all points of a scene could go farther out along their light rays, the 

distances among the points in space would increase.  
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monocular depth cue 

One eye can perceive depth {monocular depth cue}. Monocular depth cues are accommodation, aerial perspective, 

color, color saturation, edge, monocular movement parallax, occlusion, overlap, shadows, and surface texture. 

 

occlusion and depth 

Closer object can hide farther object {occlusion, cue}|. Perception knows many rules about occlusion. 

 

stereoscopic depth 

Using both eyes can make depth and three dimensions appear {stereoscopic depth} {stereoscopy} {stereopsis}. 

Stereopsis aids random shape perception. Stereoscopic data analysis is independent of other visual analyses. Monocular 

depth cues can cancel stereoscopic depth. Stereoscopy does not allow highly unlikely depth reversals or unlikely 

depths. 

 

texture gradient 

Features farther away are smaller than when closer, so surfaces have larger texture nearby and smaller texture farther 

away {texture gradient}. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Eye Movements 

 

drift of eye 

During fixations, eye is not still but drifts irregularly {drift, eye} {eye drift} through several minutes of arc, over 

several fovea cones. 

 

microsaccade 

During fixations, eye is not still but moves in straight lines {microsaccade} over 10 to 100 fovea cones. 

 

scanning 

Eyes scan scenes {scanning, vision} in regular patterns along outlines or contours, looking for angles and sharp 

curves, which give the most shape information. 

 

tremor of eye 

During fixations, eye is not still but has tremor {eye tremor} {tremor, eye} over one or two fovea cones, as it also 

drifts. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Eye Movements>Saccade 

 

saccade 

After fixations lasting 120 ms to 130 ms, eye moves {saccade}|, in 100 ms, to a new fixation position. 

brain 

Superior colliculus controls involuntary saccades. Brain controls saccades using fixed vectors in retinotopic 

coordinates and using endpoint trajectories in head or body coordinates [Bridgeman et al., 1979] [Bridgeman et al., 

1981] [Goodale et al., 1986]. 

movement 

People do not have saccades while following moving objects or turning head while fixating objects. 

transformation 

When eye moves from one fixation to another, brain translates whole image up to 100 degrees of arc. World appears 

to stand still while eyes move, probably because motor signals to move eyes cancel perceptual retinal movement 

signals. 

perception 

Automatic saccades do not noticeably change scene [Akins, 1996] [Blackmore et al., 1995] [Dmytryk, 1984] 

[Grimes, 1996] [O'Regan et al., 1999] [Rensink et al., 1997] [Simons and Chabris, 1999] [Simons and Levin, 1997] 

[Simons and Levin, 1998] [Wilken, 2001]. 

 

saccadic suppression 
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Brain does not block input from eye to brain during saccades, but cortex suppresses vision during saccades {saccadic 

suppression}, so image blurs less. For example, people cannot see their eye movements in mirrors. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Focusing 

 

accommodation 

In land-vertebrate eyes, flexible lens focuses {accommodation, vision} image by changing surface curvature using 

eye ciliary muscles. In fish, an inflexible lens moves backwards and forwards, as in cameras. Vision can focus image 

on fovea, by making thinnest contour line and highest image-edge gradient [Macphail, 1999]. 

process 

To accommodate, lens muscles start relaxed, with no accommodation. Brain tightens lens muscles and stops at 

highest spatial-frequency response. 

distance 

Far objects require no eye focusing. Objects within four feet require eye focusing to reduce blur. Brain can judge 

distance by muscle tension, so one eye can measure distance. See Figure 1. 

Pinhole camera can focus scene, but eye is not pinhole camera. See Figure 2. 

far focus 

If accommodation is for point beyond object, magnification is too low, edges are blurry, and spatial-frequency 

response is lower, because scene-point light rays land on different retina locations, before they meet at focal point. 

Focal point is past retina. 

near focus 

If accommodation is for point nearer than object, magnification is too high, edges are blurry, and spatial-frequency 

response is lower, because scene-point light rays meet at focal point and then land on different retina locations. Focal 

point is in eye middle. 
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Figure 1 

A single eye can measure distance by the amount of focusing required. 

 
To focus on point F3, the lens must have the least curvature. 

To focus on point F2, the lens must have a little more curvature. 

To focus on point F1, the lens must have more curvature. 

To focus on point F0, the lens must have the most curvature. 

The amounts of curvature (C3, C2, C1, C0) directly relate to the distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, R0G0, because the 

angles of refraction are the same. 

The distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, R0G0 directly relate to the distances F3G3, F2G2, F1G1, F0G0 and R3F3, R2F2, 

R1F1, R0F0, because the angles of refraction are the same. 

The amount of curvature directly relates to the distance of the point from the retina. 

The kinesthetic system can find the lens curvature by measuring lens muscle tension, so one can calculate distance 

relative to lens curvature. 

You can verify this by looking at a point, then a nearer point. You feel tightening of the lens muscles. 
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Figure 2 

A pinhole camera can focus a scene, but the eye is not a pinhole camera. 

 
A pinhole (P) allows only one ray of light from a point to enter and project straight to the back. 

A pinhole camera is dim, because a pinhole is small and little light enters. 

A lens gathers light from a point over its area and focuses all those light rays onto a single point.  

The eye gathers light using its lens and controls the amount of light using its pupil. 
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binocular disparity 

Right and left retinas see different images {retinal disparity} {binocular disparity}| [Dacey et al., 2003] [DeVries 

and Baylor, 1997] [Kaplan, 1991] [Leventhal, 1991] [MacNeil and Masland, 1998] [Masland, 2001] [Polyak, 1941] 

[Ramón y Cajal, 1991] [Rodieck et al., 1985] [Rodieck, 1998] [Zrenner, 1983]. 

correlation 

Brain can correlate retinal images to pair scene retinal points and then find distances and angles. 

fixation 

Assume eye fixates on a point straight-ahead. Light ray from scene point forms horizontal azimuthal angle and 

vertical elevation angle with straight-ahead direction. With no eye convergence, eye azimuthal and elevation angles 

from scene point differ {absolute disparity}. Different scene points have different absolute disparities {relative 

disparity}. 

When both eyes fixate on same scene point, eye convergence places scene point on both eye foveas at corresponding 

retinal points, azimuthal and elevation angles are the same, and absolute disparity is zero. See Figure 1. After scene-

point fixation, azimuth and elevation angles differ for all other scene points. Brain uses scene-point absolute-disparity 

differences to find relative disparities to estimate relative depth. 

horopter 

Points from horopter land on both retinas with same azimuthal and elevation angles and same absolute disparities. 

These scene points have no relative disparity and so have single vision. Points not close to horopter have different 

absolute disparities, have relative disparity, and so have double vision. See Figure 2. 

location 

With eye fixation on far point between eyes and with eye convergence, if scene point is straight-ahead, between 

eyes, and nearer than fixation distance, point lands outside fovea, for both eyes. See Figure 3. For object closer than 

fixation plane, focal point is after retina {crossed disparity}. 

With eye fixation on close point between eyes and eye convergence, if scene point is straight-ahead, between eyes, 

and farther than fixation distance, point lands inside fovea, for both eyes. For object farther than fixation plane, focal 

point is before retina {uncrossed disparity}. 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to point by retinal disparity. See Figure 4. 

motion 

Retinal disparity and motion change are equivalent perceptual problems, so finding distance from retinal disparity 

and finding lengths and shape from motion changes use similar techniques. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

Two eyes can measure relative distance to a point by retinal disparity. 

 
Two eyes have a distance between them (XY = OB + BP = 2 * OB). 

eye radius = OX = OA = PY = PC 

Point E is EB from the line between the eyes and OE (= PE) from the center of each eye and AE (= CE) from the retina 

of each eye. 

When the eyes look straight ahead, the angle of convergence is zero. 

In the left eye, point A is outside the fovea (X). 

In the right eye, point C is outside the fovea (Y). 

The same point in space projects to different positions on the two retinas (retinal disparity). The retina can measure the 

difference in positions and find the relative distances AX and CY. 

AX/OX = angle AOX = angle EOW = angle OEB 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - angle OEB))/(sin(2*angle OEB)) 

OE/XY = (sin(pi/2 - AX/OX))/(sin(2*AX/OX)) 

From the relative angle, one can calculate distance relative to eye radius and eye separation.  
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fixation plane 

Eye focuses at a distance, through which passes a vertical plane {fixation plane} {plane of fixation}, perpendicular 

to sightline. From that plane's points, eye convergence can make right and left eye images almost correspond, with 

almost no disparity. From points in a circle {Vieth-Müller circle} in that plane, eye convergence can make right and 

left eye images have zero disparity. 

 

horopter 

After eye fixation on scene point and eye convergence, an imaginary sphere {horopter} passes through both eye 

lenses and fixation point. Points from horopter land on both retinas with same azimuthal and elevation angles and same 

absolute disparities. These scene points have no relative disparity and so have single vision. 

 

Panum fusion area 

Brain fuses scene features that are inside distance from horopter {Panum's fusion area} {Panum fusion area} 

{Panum's fusional area}, into one feature. Brain does not fuse scene features outside Panum's fusional area, but features 

still register in both eyes, so feature appears double. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion 

 

motion perception 

Brain can perceive motion {motion perception} {motion detector}. Motion analysis is independent of other visual 

analyses. 

properties: adaptation 

Motion detector neurons adapt quickly. 

properties: direction 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons detect motion direction. 

properties: distance 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons are for specific distance. 

properties: fatigue 

Motion-detector neurons can fatigue. 

properties: location 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons are for specific space direction. 

properties: object size 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons are for specific object spot or line size. To detect larger or smaller objects, 

motion-detector neurons have larger or smaller receptive fields. 

properties: rotation 

To have right and left requires asymmetry, such as dot or shape. In rotation, one side appears to go backward while 

the other goes forward, which makes whole thing stand still. 

properties: speed 

Most cortical motion-detector neurons detect motion speed. 

processes: brain 

Area-V5 neurons detect different speed motions in different directions at different distances and locations for 

different object spot or line sizes. Motion detectors are for one direction, object size, distance, and speed relative to 

background. Other neurons detect expansion, contraction, and right or left rotation [Thier et al., 1999]. 

processes: frame 

Spot motion from one place to another is like appearance at location and then appearance at another location. Spot 

must excite motion-detector neuron for that direction and distance. 

processes: opposite motions 

Motion detectors interact, so motion inhibits opposed motion, making motion contrasts. For example, motion in one 

direction excites motion detectors for that direction and inhibits motion detectors for opposite direction. 

processes: retina image speed 

Retinal radial-image speed relates to object distance. 

processes: timing 

Motion-detector-neuron comparison is not simultaneous addition but has delay or hold from first neuron to wait for 

second excitation. Delay can be long, with many intermediate neurons, far-apart neurons, or slow motion, or short, with 

one intermediate neuron, close neurons, or fast motion. 
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processes: trajectory 

Motion detectors work together to detect trajectory or measure distances, velocities, and accelerations. Higher-level 

neurons connect motion detection units to detect straight and curved motions (Werner Reichardt). As motion follows 

trajectory, memory shifts to predict future motions. 

 

biological motion 

Animal species have movement patterns {biological motion}. Distinctive motion patterns, such as falling leaf, 

pouncing cat, and swooping bat, allow object recognition and future position prediction. 

 

looming response 

Vision can detect that surface is approaching eye {looming response}. Looming response helps control flying and 

mating. 

 

smooth pursuit 

For moving objects, eyes keep object on fovea, then fall behind, then jump to put object back on fovea {smooth 

pursuit}. Smooth pursuit is automatic. People cannot voluntarily use smooth pursuit. Smooth pursuit happens even if 

people have no sensations of moving objects [Thiele et al., 2002]. 

 

Theory of Body 

Three-month-old infants understand {Theory of Body} that when moving objects hit other objects, other objects 

move. Later, infants understand {Theory of Mind Mechanism} self-propelled motion and goals. Later, infants 

understand {Theory of Mind Mechanism-2} how mental states relate to behaviors. Primates can understand that acting 

on objects moves contacted objects. 

 

CONS>Consciousness>Sense>Vision>Physiology>Motion>Parallax 

 

motion parallax 

Head or body movement causes scene retinal displacement. Nearer objects displace more, and farther objects 

displace less {motion parallax}| {movement parallax}. If eye moves to right while looking straight-ahead, objects 

appear to move to left. See Figure 1. 

Nearer objects move greater visual angle. Farther objects move smaller visual angle and appear almost stationary. 

See Figure 2. 

movement sequence 

Object sequence can change with movement. See Figure 3. 

depth 

Brain can use geometric information about two different positions at different times to calculate relative object 

depth. Brain can also use geometric information about two different positions at same time, using both eyes. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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monocular movement parallax 

While observer is moving, nearer objects seem to move backwards while farther ones move in same direction as 

observer {monocular movement parallax}. 
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